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In this article, we provide an overview of the case adaptation process. We classify various
existing case adaptation methods available in the literature. We consider three different aspects,
namely, domain knowledge requirement, adaptive capabilities of the case adaptation methods,
and the kind of adaptation knowledge required. We then derive certain findings about the
nature of the case adaptation methods and their applicability in real-life tasks. © 2005 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Case-based reasoning ~CBR! is a problem-solving paradigm that remembers
previous similar situations ~or cases! and reuses information and knowledge about
the stored cases for dealing with new problems. CBR systems have intuitive appeal
because much of human problem solving capability is experience based, that is,
humans draw on past experience when solving problems and can readily solve
problems that are similar to ones encountered in the past.1 As mentioned by Ries-
beck and Schank,2 case-based reasoning differs from rule-based reasoning in the
following ways:

• The knowledge base is populated with cases rather than rules. Knowledge for a rule-
based system is more difficult to build and maintain as compared to that of the case-
based system. There is persuasive evidence that experts solve problems in case-based
ways, using their experience stored as a case history whereas nonexperts are more prone
to attempt to apply rules for solving problems.3

• Partial matching is built into the case-based strategy, because it is rare to find two com-
plex situations that coincide in every particular, whereas a rule-based system must have
rules that explicitly match the problem; otherwise the problem cannot be recognized and
solved. In other words, rule-based systems are more rigid in providing the exact solution
whereas case-based systems are more flexible in providing an approximate solution.
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For a given problem or query, a CBR system involves four different stages
~four r’s!4:

~1! Retrieves case~s! most similar to the specified problem description.
~2! Reuse the knowledge in the retrieved case~s! to solve the problem.
~3! Revise the solution obtained from Step 2.
~4! Retain the parts of this experience likely to be useful for future problem solving.

Generally “Reuse” and “Revise” are together referred to as the Case Adap-
tation process. Case adaptation is required for a CBR system because the previ-
ous occurrence problem definition does not usually match with the new problem
definition. The process of adaptation can be summarized as shown in Figure 1.5

The complexity of the case adaptation method varies depending on the problem.
For example, it can be as simple as substituting one component of the retrieved
solution for another or as complex as modifying the overall structure of the
solution. Although there are many general methods for case retrieval, solu-
tions to case adaptation remain highly domain dependent, requiring a detailed
problem-specific knowledge.6 Real-life domains like biological, ecological, engi-
neering, and architectural design lack sufficient data for effective use of adapta-
tion methods.

As mentioned by Leake,7 “Central questions for adaptation are which aspects
of a situation to adapt, which changes are reasonable for adapting them, and how
to control the adaptation process.” The problems of defining adaptation rules are
so acute that many CBR applications simply omit case adaptation ~e.g., Refs. 8
and 9!. In short, it is difficult to provide a general guideline for formulating case
adaptation rules. Various case-based systems have been developed for dealing with
different tasks ~as reported in the literature! that employ case-adaptation pro-
cesses. Although it is difficult to formulate a general guideline for case adaptation,
a classified summary of the various existing techniques can provide an outline

Figure 1. Adaptation process.
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of the nature or difficulty of case adaptation, which may, in turn, help in obtain-
ing a strategy for adaptation cases for specific tasks or groups of tasks of similar
nature. Classification and summarization of various case adaptation methods are
studied in Ref. 7. However, in spite of the challenging nature of case adaptation,
various attempts are made to build case-based systems incorporating the case adap-
tation method. These methods vary widely in their formulation, techniques, and
applications.

In this article, we classify and summarize the recent developments in case
adaptation methods. We surveyed 29 case-based reasoning systems ~see Appen-
dices! and classified the adaptation methods based on:

• the type of adaptation knowledge used
• amount of domain knowledge required for the design of a case adaptation method
• adaptivity of the case adaptation methods, that is, whether the case adaptation algo-

rithms can be adapted based on a certain underlying model or not

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a classifi-
cation of the different adaptation methods. The case adaptation methods that we
surveyed are briefly described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the existing clas-
sified methods with a summary of our findings and concludes this survey indicat-
ing the future trends of adaptation methods.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF CASE ADAPTATION METHOD

In this section we provide various ontological classifications of case adapta-
tion methods based on different criteria and briefly explain the classification top-
ics. We classify case adaptation methods based on:

~1! domain knowledge requirement in formulating the adaptation rules
~2! adaptivity of the adaptation rules
~3! type of domain knowledge requirement

The classification is shown in Figure 2.

2.1. Classification Based on Domain Knowledge Requirement

2.1.1. Knowledge-Lean Adaptation Methods

The design of these case adaptation algorithms ~or techniques of framing the
adaptation method! is ideally independent of the domain knowledge, or very little
domain knowledge is required for making the adaptation methods. For example,
in the Genetic Algorithm, the representation space can be guided by the domain
knowledge, but the evolution is not necessarily guided by domain knowledge. In
fact, the Genetic Algorithm can be generically used in many problem-solving par-
adigms. These methods can be further classified into stochastic methods or deter-
ministic methods.
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~1! Stochastic methods: The adaptation methods in this category usually model the task as
a constraint-satisfaction problem and solutions are obtained by using evolutionary and
other search algorithms. Bayesian networks are also used in this category of problems.
Systems using this type of adaptation method are Structural Design10 ~Genetic! and
COMPOSER ~CSP!.

~2! Deterministic methods: Algorithms in this category use a substitution-based adapta-
tion method and derivational replay. The system DIAL ~Derivational Replay! uses
this method.

2.1.2. Knowledge-Intensive Adaptation Methods

The design of these adaptation algorithms requires much more domain knowl-
edge as compared to the previous types of adaptation methods. The adaptation
methods can be broadly classified into the following three categories.

~1! Substitution methods: Here certain selective parts of the stored cases are substituted
with the newly occurring cases. To determine a proper substitute, domain knowledge
is required. Systems using this method are ISAC, the two-layer medical image under-
standing system, the Breathalyser, neuropathy diagnosis, SCINA, the Truth-Teller sys-
tem, and the Design system.

~2! Transformation methods: These involve structural changes to the solution, and thus
for proper structural changes domain knowledge in needed. Also for making proper
structural changes, domain knowledge is required. Systems using this method are
the neuropathy diagnosis system, CARMA, RESYN/CBR, the Truth-Teller, and
SaxEx.

~3! Ranking retrieved cases: In this method all the relevant cases are taken as input and on
the basis of the weighted average of the attribute values the adaptation is done, that is,
retrieved cases are ordered according to the relevance measure, and an average is then
computed. To rank the retrieved cases sufficient domain knowledge in required. This
method is not desirable in nonnumerical attribute values. Systems using this method
are color matching systems, image interpretation from remote sensing satellites, and
the system for control in robotics.

Figure 2. Classification based on domain knowledge requirement.
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2.2. Classification Based on Adaptive Capabilities of Adaptation Methods

The second classification is based on whether machine learning techniques
are applied to the adaptation methods ~Figure 3!.

2.2.1. Adaptive Adaptation Methods

These methods use certain machine learning techniques to learn the adapta-
tion knowledge. The two methods are:

~1! The substitution-based adaptation model: Here a domain-independent model is used
in which adaptation knowledge is explicitly represented. This model formalizes an
adaptation scheme based on substitutions. The adaptation is guided by dependencies
within a case, which are explicitly represented. The search for substitutes is guided by
a set of memory instructions.

The model includes a learning component that records the successful search epi-
sodes as a search heuristic. The search heuristics include slots to store instances of
origin, destination, and the path. To record the number of times a heuristic has been
successfully applied, the weight slot is used. Thus when searching for substitutes, the
applicable heuristic with the highest level is selected.

~2! Derivational-replay: Initially in the adaptation component a small set of general domain-
independent adaptation knowledge and a library of memory search are stored. This
knowledge is used to build up a library of adaptation cases.7 Then for each new adap-
tation problem, the way it is solved, including the memory search techniques, is stored
in the library. Thus after every successful adaptation, the case is stored in the memory
for future use. Although its concepts are quite similar to substitution-based adaptation

Figure 3. Classification based on learning capabilities.
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model, this method does not use any domain-independent model like substitution-
based adaptation; instead it relies on the general domain-independent adaptation
knowledge.

2.2.2. Nonadaptive Adaptation Methods

In this category, case adaptation is performed by static rules, and no learning
mechanism is incorporated in this type of adaptation method. Adaptation methods
using genetic algorithms, Bayesian frameworks of reasoning, and modeling the
task as constraint-satisfaction problems use this kind of adaptation.

2.2.3. Implementation Dependent

The third type of adaptation method ~showed with dotted lines in Figure 3!
can be implemented in both adaptive and nonadaptive ways. These methods are
the substitution adaptation method, ranking the retrieved cases, and the transfor-
mation adaptation method. For example, if a system stores the previous substitu-
tion or transformation process then it will be an adaptive-adaptation method. An
example of such a system is a Breathalyser. A Truth-Teller system uses both sub-
stitution and transformation adaptation methods but it has no mechanism to learn
an adaptation method.

2.3. Classification Based on the Type of Adaptation Knowledge

Adaptation knowledge can be either dynamic or static ~see Figure 4!. Static
adaptation knowledge is that that is fed into the system initially by an expert and is
not changed or modified after that. Static knowledge can either be in the form of
rules ~rule-based! or in the form of models ~model-based!. But this does not mean
that all systems that use rules or models have static knowledge. The two types of
rule-based knowledge are abstract ~or general! knowledge and domain-specific
knowledge. Dynamic knowledge can be changed or modified from the experience
of adaptation. It can be any of the following:

~1! Rule-based: Some systems convert the abstract rules to domain-specific rules.
~2! Memory-search cases: As adaptation problems are solved successfully, the system builds

memory-search cases that store information about the steps in the memory search
process.

~3! Adaptation cases: Adaptation cases are used to store information about the adaptation
problem as a whole and the way it was solved, including the memory-search techniques.

~4! Weights: Weights can be used in model-based adaptation or ranking of retrieved cases.
Model-based adaptation uses a domain model to assist in adapting solutions associ-
ated with past cases to apply to new problems.11 There can be two types of weights:
match weights and featural adaptation weights. Match weights are used to access case
similarity. Featural adaptation weights represent the relative importance. The precise
values of these weights are not provided by the domain expert but are acquired by the
system inductively.
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3. ADAPTATION METHODS

Here we briefly explain the adaptation methods found in the survey.

~1! Adaptation using genetic algorithm: In a genetic algorithm the case bases form
the initial population of genotypes. The algorithm first retrieves partial matching
cases from case base with specified design requirements. Next the retrieved cases
are mapped into a genotype representation. Then crossover and mutation operators
are applied. Finally, newly generated genotypes are mapped into corresponding
phenotypes/cases by inferring values for the attributes and adding the context of the
new design.

Applying the genetic algorithm to case adaptation requires a mapping from
a case representation to a genotype/phenotype representation, the definition of
crossover and mutation operators, and the identification of a fitness function. A par-
allel can be drawn in genetic algorithms with the genes, each of which represents a
different feature in an individual’s genotype. The collection of attributes used to
describe a case thus becomes a collection of genes forming a genotype in the genetic
algorithm.

~2! Adaptation with Bayesian networks12,13: In this approach, the knowledge of the prob-
lem domain is coded using m attributes A1, . . . , Am , where an attribute Ai has ni pos-
sible values, ai1, . . , ain . As a result the world consist of binary vectors in which the
characteristic function fi ~aij ! is 1 if Ai has value aij ; otherwise fi ~aij ! is 0. A case
Ck is coded as a vector ~Pk~a11!, . . . , Pk~a~1 ni!!, . . . , Pk~am1!, . . . , Pk~am nm !!, where
Pk~a~ij! ! expresses the likelihood for attribute Ai to have value a~ij! in class k, that is,

Figure 4. Classification of adaptation knowledge.
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Pk~a~ij! ! � P~Ai � a~ij! 6C � ck !. The case base consists of l cases ~say! C1, . . . , Cl ,
each of which is provided with a unique label ck . The input to the Bayesian network
is given by defining initial probability distributions for the values of each of the
attributes. These initial probabilities P0~a~ij ! ! form the input case c0 , c0 �
~P0~a~11! !, . . . , P0~a1ni

!, . . . , P0~a~m1! !, . . . , P0~am nm !!. The components of the output
vector are conditional probabilities of the form P~Ai � aij 6C0 � c0 !. These compo-
nents are computed using the probabilities produced by the Bayesian case matching
task, and they can be understood as a “correction” to the original values of the input
case, assuming that the matching cases have a prediction value for an unidentical but
similar case.

~3! Adaptation guided by constraint satisfaction6,14: This is a general method for solv-
ing case adaptation problems for the large class of problems that can be formulated
as constraint satisfaction problems ~CSP!. It consists of a number of choices that
need to be made ~variables!, each of which has an associated number of options ~the
variable domain! and a set of relationships between choices ~constraints!. A valid
solution to a CSP is an assignment of a value to each variable from its domain with
the total set of assignments respecting all the problem constraints. The adaptation
method is based on the concept of interchangeability between values in problem
solutions. The method is able to determine how change propagates in a solution set
and generate a minimal set of choices, which need to be changed to adapt an existing
solution to a new problem.

~4! Substitution-based adaptation model 15: In this method a domain-independent
model is presented to structure the knowledge, where adaptation knowledge is
explicitly represented. Built upon this model, a description logics16,17 ~DL!
inference mechanism is used to formalize an adaptation scheme based on substi-
tutions, in which the search for substitutes is guided by a set of memory instruc-
tions. The system includes a learning component that records the successful
search episodes as a search heuristic. The search heuristics include slots to
store instances of origin, destination, and the path. To record the number of
times a heuristic has been successfully applied, the weight slot is used. Thus
when searching for substitutes, the applicable heuristic with the highest level is
selected.

~5! Derivational replay: In this adaptation method, old solutions are used to fit a
new situation. In Ref. 7, adaptation cases and memory search cases are used to
store the information about the adaptation problem as a whole and the way it was
solved. In Ref. 18, learning algorithms are used to learn knowledge from the previ-
ous cases.

~6! Substitutional adaptation: This is the process in which some parts are replaced.
Although the previously explained adaptation is also based on substitution, it uses
memory organization and is domain independent. Substitution methods can be of six
types5:
~i! Reinstantiation
~ii! Parameter adjustment
~iii! Local search
~iv! Query memory
~v! Specialized search
~vi! Case-based substitution

~7! Transformational adaptation: This involves structural changes to the solution. Trans-
formation adaptation can be guided by common sense or a causal model.5 For com-
mon sense, rules are defined, and, using those rules, adaptation is guided.

~8! Ranking retrieved cases: In this method all the relevant cases are taken as input and on
the basis of a weighted average of the attribute values the adaptation is done, that is,
retrieved cases are ordered according to the relevance measure and then an average is
computed, but this method is not desirable in nonnumerical attribute values ~see, e.g.,
Refs. 19 and 20!.
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Figure 5. Case-based reasoning systems that we studied.
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Figure 6. CBR systems and their case adaptation methods.
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4. DISCUSSION

In this article we studied 29 case-based systems and classified the adapta-
tion methods based on different criteria. The systems that we studied are grouped
according to their application domain listed in Figure 5. The application domains
~shown in Figure 5! are ~1! early warning systems, ~2! medical systems, ~3! eco-
logical systems, ~4! an organic domain system, ~5! mechanical/architectural sys-
tems, and ~6! a travel agency. In these 26 case-based systems, 73% ~i.e., 19 out
of 26! use adaptation. Only 5 out of 19 systems have the capability to adapt
adaptation knowledge ~19%!. In Figure 6, groupings of systems based on the
adaptation methods are shown. Figure 7 shows for each domain the percentage
of systems using adaptation. We also see that the substitution-adaptation method
is most widely used followed by the transformation method. In Figure 8, we
considered three different characteristics, namely, ~a! adaptivity of the adaptation
process, ~b! independence of the domain knowledge to adapt, that is, lack of
requirement of the domain knowledge for adaptation, and ~c! specificity as orthog-
onal to each other. By specificity, we mean the required preciseness of the sys-
tem. An ideal adaptive system should have all of these three characteristics.
However, it is observed that in reality, if a system is highly precise then it
lacks the characteristics of independence of the domain knowledge. In other words,
to make a precise adaptation, the adaptation knowledge base needs to be very

Figure 7. Percentage of systems ~grouped according to domain! using adaptation.
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specific ~e.g., medical systems!. Also these systems, in general, lack the capabil-
ity of adapting the adaptation process. Moreover, it is observed that some of the
case adaptation processes are highly adaptive and some of them are highly spe-
cific ~or precise!. However, none of them has a high independence of the domain
knowledge. This reveals the fact that the designing of a generic case adaptation
algorithm that is highly independent of the domain knowledge is still not achieved.
In other words, it may be mentioned that designing such a system is extremely

Figure 8. Classification of case-based reasoning systems based on adaptivity, independence
of domain knowledge, and specificity.
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difficult. Figure 8 also reveals the fact that many of the existing systems achieve
all three characteristics to a medium degree.
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APPENDIX A: SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

~1! Gait Analysis Expert System21: The CBR system consists of four steps. In the
first step patient gait data are gathered. In the second step certain measure-
ments are calculated using graphs. The third step is to retrieve a case and finally
provide a recommendation for the patient. No adaptation is used.

~2! SaxEx22: SaxEx generates new sound files, obtained by transformations of an
input MIDI file. SaxEx involves three phases, the analysis phase, the reason-
ing phase, and the synthesis phase. The main part, the reasoning phase, is imple-
mented in case-based techniques. The retrieve chooses the set of cases most
similar to the current problem. The next step, reuse, chooses a set of expres-
sive transformations to be applied in the current problem. Transformation is
selected according to the majority rule. Then in retain, the newly solved prob-
lem is incorporated to the memory case.

~3! ISAC23: The acronym ISAC stands for Intelligent System for Aircraft Con-
flict Resolution. This CBR system helps air traffic controllers solve conflicts
between sets of aircraft. The three stages of the decision-making process
for conflict resolutions are selecting the aircraft to maneuver, deciding
on the type of maneuver, and specifying of the details of the maneuver.
Here substitution adaptation is used, which has been kept to a minimum and
simple.

~4! Color matching24: This case-based reasoning system is used for determining
what colorants to use for producing a specific color of plastic. The selection of
colorants needs to take many factors into consideration. A technique that
involved fuzzy logic was used to compare the quality of the color match for
each factor. This color match process involves selecting colorants and their
respective amounts so when they are combined with the plastic they generate a
color that matches the customer color standard. A similarity calculation is used
to guide the adaptation. Adaptation is done by performing a search that repeat-
edly varies the loading of the colorants in the formula retrieved and evaluates
the new similarity.

~5! COOL-TOUR25: This is a CBR-based e-commerce system. The idea behind
the system is to support the development of the virtual community of the con-
sumers of goods or services. The idea is suited for the case of tourism goods
where the aggregation of basic products in complex products, like a travel
package or a tour, is the common way of producing. The different experiences,
namely tours, stored in the case base form the core of the system. CBR tech-
nology uses the previous aggregation done by professionals for the present
case. The CBR engine allows for the basic functionality of storing travel expe-
riences and travel projects.

~6! Neuropathy diagnosis26: This CBR system concerns the study of neuromuscu-
lar diseases. The system is composed of four essential phases:
~i! Initialization of the memory of prototype cases
~ii! Diagnosis phase
~iii! Evaluation and correction phase
~iv! Memory reorganization
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The retrieval phase retrieves the relevant cases. Next the selection phase clas-
sifies the retrieved cases according to their similarity measure. Finally the
adaptation phase consists of a set of operations for adapting selected solu-
tions to the presented case. This set contains elements to be reused in the
selection solution, elements to be modified, and modification methods.

~7! Two-layer medical image understanding27: This system interprets medical
images and, in particular, CT images. It is based on the acquisition of radiol-
ogist knowledge and combines low-level structure analysis with high-level
interpretation of image content, within a task oriented model. A case-based
reasoner works on a segment case base that contains the individual image
segments. These cases with labels are considered indexes for another case-
based reasoner working on an organ interpretation case base. The case-based
reasoner operates within a propose critique–modify task structure. Methods
for criticizing suggested interpretations by way of explanation and how inter-
pretations may be modified are presented.

~8! Design28: This is suitable for automating the acquisition of adaptation knowl-
edge for configuration and formulation tasks, a subclass of design tasks. Sub-
stitution adaptation is used, which lends itself best for automatic knowledge
acquisition. To simplify the adaptation, a decomposable design task is intro-
duced that allows the adaptation to be decomposed into simpler adaptation
subtasks, often suitable for substitution types of adaptation.

~9! CABATA29: This system combines model-based and case-based reasoning
within a hybrid architecture. It integrates user-defined rules guiding the infer-
ence within the CBR-like inference engine. It also provides dynamic similar-
ity assessment of feature values via user-given context graphs.

~10! Case-based travel agent30: In this travel scenario, agents are used to help the
users to plan their travel. It involves three types of agents, the Personal Travel
Agents ~PTA!, Travel BrokerAgents ~TBA!, and Travel ServiceAgents ~TSA!.
The engine of the PTA agent was implemented using case-based reasoning
technology. The program is able to complete a user’s request and choose an
offer in line with the user’s preferences. To accomplish these tasks, it uses a
case-based reasoning system. To store the cases, an Oracle database has been
used and, to retrieve the cases, a case retrieval net has also been implemented.

~11! COMPOSER31: This case-based reasoning system is used for two design
domains: assembly sequence design and configuration design. The process
of adaptation combines information from many sources as, in engineering
design, many past experiences must be combined to solve a new problem.
The constraint satisfaction formalism has been selected to accomplish adap-
tation. The adaptation methodology ensures convergence upon a solution if
one exists, provides a uniform representation of cases, and is generalizable
beyond just one domain.

~12! Computer aided diagnosis with case-based reasoning and genetic algorithms32:
This system diagnoses breast cancer using mammographic images. The diag-
nosis is done using the mammographic microcalcifications. In the system the
two machine learning techniques incorporated are case-based reasoning and
genetic algorithms.
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~13! Image interpretation from remote sensing satellites19: This case-based rea-
soning system is used for understanding and interpreting remotely sensed
images. For the retrieval of appropriate cases from the case library and then
the interpretation, an indexing mechanism is used.

~14! ICARUS33: Design and Deployment of a Case-Based Reasoning System for
Locomotive Diagnostics. This case-based reasoning system is used for diag-
nosing locomotive faults using such fault messages as input. In this system
historical repair data and expert input for case generation and validation is
used.

~15! Weather prediction9: In this system, knowledge acquisition is done through a
fuzzy-logic-based methodology and is used for retrieval of temporal cases in
a case-based reasoning system. Predictions for the present case are made from
a weighted median of the outcomes of analogous past cases ~i.e., the k-nn, or
the analog ensemble!. Past cases are weighted according to their degree of
similarity to the present case. It is tested with the problem of producing 6-h
predictions of cloud ceiling and visibility at an airport, given a database of
over 300,000 consecutive hourly airport weather observations ~36 years of
record!.

~16! DIAL7: If the new adaptation problem is novel then adaptation needs to be
done from scratch. For this the program generates a knowledge goal for the
information needed to apply the transformation. The knowledge goal is then
passed to a planning component that uses introspective reasoning about alter-
native memory search strategies.

~17! CARMA34: CARMA~CAse-based Range Management Advisor!contains a
detailed model of grasshopper development phases, consumption, reproduc-
tion, and attrition and a model of rangeland’s critical forage growth period.
CARMA uses two set of weights: match weights and featural adaptation
weights. Match weights are used to access case similarity. Featural adapta-
tion weights represents the relative importance of case features to total for-
age consumption and are used to adapt the consumption predicted by the best
matching prototypical case. These weights can be global or case specific.
The precise values of these weights are not provided by the domain expert
but are acquired by the system inductively.

~18! Knowledge light approaches18: These algorithms do not presume much knowl-
edge accumulation work before learning, but uses knowledge already inside
the CBR system to learn improved adaptation knowledge from the old adap-
tation knowledge. The knowledge inside the CBR system is categorized using
knowledge containers.35 The sources of knowledge are these knowledge con-
tainers. This knowledge is transformed into adaptation knowledge by a learn-
ing algorithm but because inductive algorithms generate general knowledge
from examples, the knowledge from the knowledge containers needs to be
preprocessed into a suitable representation, that is, a set of examples. In Ref. 18
two different approaches for the task of learning adaptation knowledge are
applied. The first one is the weighted majority voting,36,37 and the second one
is that by Hanney and Keane38 in which pairs of cases are built and the fea-
ture differences of these cases are used to build adaptation rules.
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~19! RESYN/CBR39: This is an application of case-based planning to organic syn-
thesis. One of the main objectives of organic synthesis in chemistry is to
build up molecules called target molecules from simpler molecules called
starting materials. The way a molecule is built is described by a synthesis
plan. First a source case similar to the target problem is retrieved. The adap-
tation process is performed in two steps.
• Matching: This aims to relate the retrieved case and the target problem by a

chain of relations called a similarity path, which is found using a set of
rewriting rules. These rules can be either generalization rules or transform
rules. The similarity path is represented by a sequence of applications of
g-functions ~g j $�,�,[%!, where � represents the generalization of the
plan, � represents the specialization of the plan, and[ represents the exten-
sion of the plan.

• Reuse: In this step, the rules of the similarity path are used to transform the
retrieved case to the target problem. As explained, the rules can be the gen-
eralization, specialization, or extension of the plan.

~20! TA3 ~Robotics Control!20: This application of a case-based reasoning system
is used for the control task in robotics. The TA3 system acquires new knowl-
edge over time to improve the control component. The adaptation module of
TA3 takes as input all the relevant cases. Then automatic adaptation is used
on the basis of weighted average of attribute values from retrieved cases.

~21! KICS40: This knowledge-intensive case-based reasoning system can be used
for the construction and maintenance of building regulations information. It
makes use of two classes of AI techniques, case-based reasoning and machine
learning. No adaptation techniques are used in this system.

~22! Breathalyser41: The Breathalyser, which is a web-based CBR application that
predicts the blood alcohol content, is an example of the CBR cycle presented
above. A case is stored as a flat parameter record and five parameters are
used to characterize it: the gender and the weight of the person, the units of
alcohol consumed, whether the person consumed some food, and the dura-
tion of the drinking session. The two main steps of Breathalyser are retrieval
and adaptation. The retrieval engine retrieves the case closest to the input
case, then the solution to this case is adapted using adaptation rules automat-
ically learned from the case base.38

~23! Truth-Teller42: This is a program that compares pairs of cases presenting
ethical dilemmas about whether to tell the truth. The program’s methods for
reasoning about reasons help it to make context sensitive assessments of the
salience of similarities and differences. TT’s methods comprise three phases
of analysis. The first phase, called aligning, builds a mapping between the
reasons in two cases. It does so by matching similar reasons, actor relations,
and actions. The second phase identifies special relationships among actors,
actions, and reasons that augment or diminish the importance of the rea-
sons. The third phase selects particular similar or differentiating reasons to
emphasize in presenting an argument. The fourth phase of the program gen-
erates the comparison text by interpreting the activities of the first three
phases.
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~24! Rail inspection43: The system uses CBR for a rail inspection application. It
uses image data as input and shares the limitation in that it is not easily
expressed as a feature vector. A hybrid rule for the case-based system for
image classification is used with no adaptation.

~25! SCINA44: SCINA is a case-based system that interprets medical images. It is
based on the commercially available ESTEEM CBR tool. The system fea-
tures a rule base for case adaptation and a case is represented as a matrix of
integers. The system features a limited possibility of knowledge modeling
and thus experiences some brittleness problems.

APPENDIX B: NONIMPLEMENTED METHODS

~1! Genetic Algorithm45: Genetic algorithms are stochastic methods that mimic
the metaphor of natural biological evolution. They operate on a population of
potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce
better and better approximations to a solution. At each generation, a new set of
approximations is created by the process of selecting individuals according to
their level of fitness in the problem domain and breeding them together using
operators borrowed from natural genetics. This process leads to the evolution
of populations of individuals that are better suited to their environment than
the individuals that they were created from, just as in natural adaptation.

~2! Bayesian Networks46: These are data structures that represent the dependence
between variables and give concise specification of the joint probability dis-
tribution. The Bayesian Network is a graph in which the following holds:
• A set of random variables makes up the nodes in the network.
• A set of directed links or arrows connects pairs of nodes.
• Each node has a conditional probability table that quantifies the effects the

parents have on the node.
• Directed, acyclic graph ~DAG!, that is, no directed cycles.

~3! Constraint-satisfaction problems47: Constraint-satisfaction problems ~CSP!
have been a subject of research in artificial intelligence for many years. A CSP
consist of three inputs:
• a set of variables X � x1, . . . , xn

• for each variable xi , a finite set Di of possible values ~its domain!
• a set of constraints restricting the values that the variables can simulta-

neously take
A solution to a CSP is an assignment of a value from its domain to every vari-
able, in such a way that every constraint is satisfied. Solutions to CSPs can be
found by searching systematically through the possible assignments of values
to variables. Search methods are divided into two broad classes, those that tra-
verse the space of partial solutions ~or partial value assignments! and those that
explore the space of complete value assignments ~to all variables! stochastically.
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